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World slows down, but inflation
offers no respite
Armando Castelar Pinheiro and Silvia Matos
In the April edition of the World Economic Outlook, the IMF cut its forecast for global GDP growth this year
from 4.2% to 3.6%. The growth forecast fell most sharply for the euro area, from 3.9% to 2.8%, but also for the
United States (from 4.0% to 3.7%) and for China (from 4.8% to 4.4%). Brazil was a rare exception, as the Fund
raised its growth projection for this year from 0.3% to 0.8%. For 2023, the IMF cut its global growth forecast by
0.2 percentage points.
In addition to the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, the need for monetary tightening to combat high global inflation was one of the reasons given for this downward revision of growth projections. In fact, inflation has
offered no respite, whether in Brazil or around the world.
In the United States, inflation was 1.2% in March, up from 0.8% in February. On an annualized basis, inflation
reached 8.5% in March, the highest level since December 1981. However, core inflation, obtained by excluding
food and energy from the index, slowed to 0.3% in March, compared to 0.5% in February.
In the euro area and in England, inflation also remains high. In addition to food prices, fuel prices are
also rising sharply and consistently. In particular, in the euro area, the consumer price index rose from 5.9%
to 7.5% in the previous 12 months, while energy inflation soared from 32.0% to 44.7% in March, compared to
the previous month.
There are still no signs of declines in commodity prices. Geopolitical risks contribute to this situation and,
at least for now, there is no prospect of a ceasefire in Russia’s war with Ukraine. With regard to oil, even though
the U.S. government has announced the release of up to 180 million barrels from its strategic oil reserve in the
next six months, prices remain volatile and high. The imbalance between supply and demand in the international
market continues and it is expected to worsen in the short term, as sanctions tighten and the global market’s
access to Russian oil becomes more difficult.
The expectation is that global inflation will remain high, demanding monetary tightening, which so far has
been marginal or merely rhetorical in most countries. In the United States, as activity remains very robust, with
strong wage pressure, interest rates are expected to rise faster and stay above the neutral level in 2023. It is too
early to tell whether they will rise enough to get inflation under control and bring it back to the target. In the euro
area, the war has had more negative effects on activity. Even so, the European Central Bank is expected to end
its asset purchases in the second half of the year, and possibly increase the interest rate, which remains negative,
at the end of the year.
In this context, as predicted by the IMF, world economic activity is entering a new phase, characterized by
a more intense deceleration, despite the expansionary effects of the pandemic’s easing. In addition to the war,
the Omicron outbreak in China is also contributing to this process. This is shown by FGV IBRE’s Coincident and
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Leading Global Economic Barometers,1 which recorded sharper declines in April. The Coincident Barometer is
now below its long-term average level of 100 points, while the leading indicator signals the prospect of a greater
deceleration of world growth than previously predicted.
In terms of sectors, all coincident indicators fell in April. The biggest drops were in the industry and construction sectors, which lost more than 8.0 points compared to March, followed by trade, which lost 6.2 points. As a
result, three of the five sector indicators are now below the long-term average level of 100 points.
According to the Global Economic Barometers, this slowdown is therefore likely to continue in the coming
months. In Europe in particular, growth expectations have been sharply downgraded, due to increasing pessimism after the start of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine.
Finally, in China, the pandemic remains a worry, as harsh restrictions on urban mobility aimed at curbing
the virus are harming economic activity. The results of Purchasing Managers’ Index surveys in March indicate a
significant negative impact on the services sector, but a less pronounced effect on the industrial sector. This has
also impacted global production and logistics chains, so the current situation in the region adds an additional
element of risk to global inflation.
Meanwhile, in Brazil, the Extended Consumer Price Index (IPCA) rose 1.62% in March, above the median market projection of 1.35%. As a result, IPCA is now up 11.30% in the last 12 months (compared to 10.5% in February).
The month’s data indicates a higher diffusion rate and high core inflation. In April, there will be some relief from
the end of the water shortage-related power price surcharge and return to the green “electricity price flag.” This is
projected to cut inflation by 0.3 percentage points in April, according to FGV IBRE researcher André Braz.
On the inflation front, the results have been much higher than expected just a few months ago. On the other
hand, on the economic activity front, the results, although volatile, are in line with expectations. After a weak January, February and March should compensate for the negative result at the beginning of the year. In particular,
the Economic Activity Indicator went up 1.2% (month-over-month) in February, after decreasing 1.1% in January.
Tighter monetary policy and higher inflation have negatively affected growth, but on the other hand, the rise in
commodity prices, fiscal stimulus and the normalization of some activities in the service sector, due to the cooling
of the pandemic, are factors that are boosting aggregate demand in the short run.
Regarding fiscal stimulus, further tax breaks cannot be ruled out in future. In the short term, however, the
public finances have improved, mainly because of the prolonged cycle of high commodity prices, in addition to
a real decrease in government spending due to high inflation.
Nevertheless, the prospects for the medium term remain unfavorable. The increase in the benchmark Selic
interest rate will depress the nominal result, raising the public debt level going forward. In addition, commodity
prices are expected to decline as of the second half of this year, in a context of low credibility of fiscal rules and
pressure for more spending due to high inflation and the electoral calendar. As a result, medium and long-term
fiscal risks remain on the radar.
The fiscal agenda for the next administration is challenging. Mandatory spending needs to be curbed through reforms that would be very difficult to carry out politically. Necessary reforms are hindered by Brazil’s poor
and divided society with low social cohesion, as described in a book by economist Marcos Mendes, called “Why
Is It Hard to Carry Out Economic Reforms in Brazil?”
With these issues in mind, this edition of IBRE’s Macro Bulletin includes the following highlights:

1
The Global Economic Barometers are a system of indicators that allow timely analysis of global economic development. They are compiled
collaboratively by the KOF Swiss Economic Institute at ETH Zurich, Switzerland and Fundação Getulio Vargas. See https://portalibre.fgv.br/
sites/default/files/2022-04/barometros-globais-kof-fgv_press-release_04_2022_0.pdf.
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 Economic activity – page 7: In February, high-frequency activity indicators showed uneven behavior. Services presented a slight deceleration, retail outperformed expectations and industry continued to suffer from
logistics bottlenecks. As a result, our GDP growth forecast for 2022 remained unchanged, at 0.6%, with moderate marginal expansion in the first quarter of 0.4% (quarter-over-quarter). We believe there is still room for
some service activities to recover. However, on the demand side, household consumption is likely to be weak
this year, and investment is expected to decrease.
 Business people’s and consumers’ expectations – page 9: After two months going in opposite directions,
business and consumer confidence seemed to converge to a slight increase in our preliminary April figures,
influenced by the end of the Omicron outbreak and the normalization of activities, mainly helping the recovery
of the services sector. Manufacturing is recovering from the losses experienced in the last eight months, but
the recent accumulation of inventories stands out, going against the shortages observed in 2021. On the other
hand, consumers, despite a positive result at the margin, are still very concerned about their household’s
financial situation. In short, the fragile economic environment and the proximity of the elections point to a
scenario that is still uncertain in relation to agents’ confidence in the coming months.
 Labor market – page 12: According to the Continuous National Household Sampling Survey (PNADC),
unemployment was 11.2% in February, around 0.2 percentage points below FGV IBRE’s forecast. In seasonally adjusted terms, the decline has continued in the last few moving quarters, despite a slowdown. The
number of employed people compared to 2019 is higher in most sectors, with the exception of workers in
the formal job market in commerce and other services. However, overall labor income is still close to the level
seen at the end of 2016, as average income has been dragged down by other services, which contributed
almost 40% of the increase in employment between the fourth quarter of 2020 and 2021. In turn, the General
Employment Registry (CAGED) indicated 328,000 net new jobs in February, compared to FGV IBRE’s projection of 250,000. In March, we forecast new growth of 118,000 jobs, or around 195,000 in seasonally adjusted
terms, broadly maintaining the previous month’s pace.
 Inflation – page 15: Growing food prices have strongly influenced inflation in the short term. Looking at the IPA10 index, food inflation went up 2 percentage points, from 3.3% to 5.3%, in the space of 30 days. Many items in
this spending class went up in price. Wheat flour went up 12.5% in April, due to the present geopolitical conflict,
and it is already influencing the prices of byproducts: cookies and crackers went from 0.5% to 3%, while bread
and cakes went from 0% to 3.6%. Soybeans and corn are widely used as animal feed, and so far this year they
have risen 18.1% and 14%, respectively. That is feeding through to price increases for various other products,
including beef (0.3% to 1.6%), UHT milk (1.2% to 17.1%), chicken (2.6% to 16.6%) and soy oil (3.3% to 9.5%).
 Monetary policy – page 16: Several factors provide some hope that inflation may ease in future. Commodity
futures in general and for oil in particular suggest a decline in prices further ahead. Brazil’s recent exchange
rate appreciation and the expected drop in electricity prices will also help matters. However, we must not forget that current inflation does not only depend on these factors. Central banks in most developed countries
have been slow to act, various types of shocks have persisted, expectations have worsened significantly, and
current inflation is strongly associated with pressures in the North American labor market. As a result, inflation
is likely to remain high. Thus, any optimistic view regarding the future of inflation and interest rates needs to
be well founded.
 Fiscal Policy – page 18: The tax burden statistics for 2021 were recently released, indicating a tax burden of
33.9% of GDP, an all-time high. Due to exceptionally high tax revenues, the government has begun a round
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of tax breaks. It is argued that this increase in tax burden is not predominantly structural, so care is needed in
relation to the nature and size of the tax breaks to be adopted.
 External sector – page 19: In 2021, import prices rose less than export prices, while import volumes grew
much than export volumes. In the first quarter of 2022, the opposite happened: import prices increased 32.8%,
while export prices went up 18.2%, and import volumes fell 4.3%, while export volumes grew 9.5%. This section looks at the behavior of import prices from different perspectives and suggests that the effects of external
shocks on Brazilian inflation will persist in the coming months.
 International panorama – page 22: In the United States, the Federal Open Market Committee is forecasting
that real interest rates will not reach any higher than 0.5%. This is the rate that is considered neutral, meaning
the rate that neither increases nor decreases aggregate demand. According to the committee, well-anchored
expectations and the reversal of inflationary shocks will be enough to bring inflation to the target. In our
columnist’s view, the terminal rate will be around 4%, and not the 2.8% suggested by the median forecast of
FOMC members. As a result, there will be at least two quarters of slightly negative growth in the second half
of 2023 or between 2023 and 2024. However, the big question is whether the level of inflationary inertia after
the reversal of the shocks will require an even greater contraction of the economy in order for inflation to move
back to the target.
 Political outlook – page 23: This section, written by researcher Octavio Amorim Neto, is titled “Political
Change in Brazil and International Turbulence: An Old Story.” The author points out that there were many
times when the winds of the world blew excessively and, shortly afterward, domestic policy changed radically. We have arrived at the beginning of the 2020s on a planet disturbed by the pandemic, revolutionary
changes in the world of work, climate crises, the war in Ukraine, which could put an end to globalization,
and the persistence of powerful anti-democratic forces in Latin America, the United States and Europe, not
to mention China, India and Russia. The question that arises is “Will democracy survive in Brazil?” It probably will, but the outcome will depend on the interaction between domestic and external factors. If President
Bolsonaro is reelected this year and Donald Trump returns to the White House in 2025, Brazil’s democratic
institutions will face one of their toughest ever tests.
 IBRE in focus – page 25: Finally, the IBRE In Focus section, written by researchers Fernando Veloso, Silvia
Matos, Fernando de Holanda Barbosa Filho and Paulo Peruchetti, looks at “Labor Productivity in Brazil: An
Analysis of Sector Results Since the Mid-1990s.”
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Economic activity
First quarter with growth at the margin
Silvia Matos, Marina Garrido and Mayara Santiago
As expected, February was a month marked by recovery in the retail and services sectors, after the slowdown in January caused by the Omicron variant. However, the outlook for manufacturing remains unfavorable, due
to the continued disruption of global supply chains.
The prospects for services remain favorable in the short term, as the sector still has room to grow in 2022, in
line with the projections in the last few editions of IBRE’s Macro Bulletin. As the latest data was in line with FGV
IBRE’s expectations, we have maintained our 0.6% GDP growth forecast for this year.
In particular, in February, manufacturing registered growth of 0.6% month-over-month (-4.9% year-over-year),
mitigating some of the losses in January. The sector has only grown twice in the last nine months, considering
seasonally adjusted data. Bottlenecks associated with shortages of inputs for industry, caused by the disruption
of global production chains, are expected to remain until mid-2023. We also have the war in Ukraine, which
further heightens the challenges faced. In this context, there has been a slowdown in demand, due to higher
inflation and monetary tightening. We expect manufacturing to remain on a downward trend until the end of the
year. In February, the sector was already 4.4% below the level of the same month of 2021, before the effects of
the second wave of infections, which as well as having extremely serious health impacts, also harmed the manufacturing sector, which had not yet fully recovered from the effects of the first wave.
In turn, the broad retail sector exceeded expectations and presented growth of 2.0% month-over-month
(0.3% year-over-year) in February. One positive highlight was vehicle sales, which at the margin almost offset the
losses experienced in January (-6.6% month-over-month in January and 5.2% month-over-month in February).
In the rest of the year, we expect the retail sector to go sideways, with high inflation and monetary tightening in
a context of high household indebtedness, causing demand for goods, which are more dependent on credit, to
tend to cool down. Despite the early release of Christmas bonuses and permitted withdrawals from the Government Severance Indemnity Fund (FGTS), a slowdown in commerce is likely this year.
The service sector decelerated in February. According to data released by Brazil’s national statistics agency,
IBGE, the sector shrank 0.2% month-over-month (7.4% year-over-year) in February. Overall, the result came below
the projections of the markets and IBRE. However, revisions to the historical series made the process of preparing
projections difficult. This result is likely to be reversed in March and services should record growth over the course
of the year. We still expect the economic recovery to be driven by the resumption of some service segments, such
as services provided to families, which are still 14.1% below the pre-pandemic level (February 2020). One sign that
the shock was merely short term is the return of mobility. To exemplify the recovery trend that has been shown in
recent times, we can compare the February results of services provided to families to the worst moment observed
in the second wave (March 2021). In February 2022, this type of activity was 58.4% above the level of March 2021.
Finally, the Brazilian Central Bank did not release its activity indicator, IBC-Br, in February, due to a strike.
However, the Economic Activity Indicator showed 1.2% growth compared to the previous month, after falling
1.1% in January. As a result, FGV IBRE expects that IBC-Br was stable in February, after negative shocks at the
beginning of the year linked to health issues. Therefore, as in previous months, we see the Economic Activity
Indicator indicating stronger growth.
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In addition, the results of FGV IBRE’s GDP Monitor for February showed annualized growth of 1.2% and
month-over-month growth of 0.6%. The result is in line with the economic recovery scenario predicted in IBRE’s
Macro Bulletin.
February’s data was not at all encouraging. However, we believe that the shock will prove to be short term.
Accordingly, we project growth in the first quarter of 0.4% (0.8% year-over-year) compared to the fourth quarter.
We continue to predict a recovery in the services sector in 2022, together with declines in manufacturing and
commerce. Consequently, for the full year, our GDP growth forecast remains 0.6%. (See Table 1.)
On the supply side, industry is expected to shrink
Table 1: GDP Projections

in the first quarter (-0.2% quarter-over-quarter and
-2.0% year-over-year), because of manufacturing,
which accounts for more than 50% of the sector.
Elsewhere on the supply side, we revised our

2022.I (quarter- 2022.I (yearover-quarter)
over-year)

Activities

2022

Household
Consumption

0.2%

1.8%

0.9%

Government
Consumption

-1.2%

1.6%

2.5%

and transport services” are a positive highlight.

Investment

-0.8%

-3.5%

-3.5%

These activities are in the process of normalization

Exports

7.7%

11.4%

3.8%

following a sharp drop in the crisis period. In addi-

Imports

-0.4%

-3.5%

-1.2%

tion, services are expected to grow 1.5% in 2022,

GDP

0.4%

0.8%

0.6%

Agriculture

1.1%

-4.6%

1.1%

recast for the agricultural sector downward, from

Industry

-0.2%

-2.0%

-0.7%

0.5% year-over-year (3.2% quarter-over-quarter) to

Extractive

0.7%

3.0%

3.4%

-4.6% year-over-year (1.1% quarter-over-quarter),

Manufacturing

0.5%

-6.0%

-3.7%

given the poor performance of soybean crops at

Electricity and
Other

1.8%

0.4%

0.7%

Construction

0.1%

8.0%

2.6%

Services

0.1%

2.2%

1.5%

forecast for the services sector from -0.4% quarterover-quarter (1.4% year-over-year) to 0.1% quarterover-quarter (2.2% year-over-year). “Other services

more than the carry-over effect of 1.1%.
On the other hand, we have revised our fo-

the beginning of the year.
On the demand side, household consumption is expected to grow 0.2% quarter-over-quarter
(1.8% year-over-year) in the first quarter. In the whole year, we predict that consumption will increase

Source: IBGE. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

only 0.9%, less than the 1% carry-over effect. Investment is expected to decline 0.8% quarter-over-quarter (-3.5%
year-over-year) in the first quarter, after expanding slightly in the last quarter of 2021. Exports are expected to
grow 7.7% quarter-over-quarter (11.4% year-over-year), while imports are projected to shrink 0.4% quarter-overquarter (-3.5% year-over-year) in the first quarter.
Despite the uncertainty this year, caused by factors such as elections, war and possible new coronavirus
variants, we maintain our growth projection of 0.6%, slightly higher than the estimated carry-over effect of 0.3%.
Industry should continue to struggle and the expected rise in interest rates until the middle of the year will have
an additional impact on demand for goods.
The outlook for 2022 is one of weak growth, due to the various factors mentioned above. The trends we saw
in late 2021 are likely to continue, with industry still suffering from delays in normalizing supply chains. On the
demand side, with rising interest rates and electoral uncertainties, investment will fall and household consumption will slow down. Given stagnant domestic demand, still-moderate global growth and a weak exchange rate,
external demand will contribute positively to GDP this year.
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Business people’s and consumers’ expectations
Situation still fragile for recovery of confidence
Aloisio Campelo, Stefano Pacini and Viviane Seda Bittencourt
In the last two months, our Business Confidence Index and Consumer Confidence Index have moved in
opposite directions. Consumer confidence, which had improved in February, dropped 3.1 points in March, while
business confidence, which had fallen for four consecutive months, rose 0.7 points, solely due to an improvement in the service sector’s outlook, given the end of the Omicron outbreak.
The economic situation remains challenging for families, especially low-income ones, who are heavily indebted, suffering from rampant inflation and facing difficulties in the job market.
Preliminary April data, up to April 12, signals a slight improvement in perceptions regarding the present moment. This seems to be related to the end of the Omicron outbreak and the consequent normalization of activities, as well as less pessimistic expectations among companies (except in the commerce sector) and consumers
in relation to the coming months.

Graph 1: Consumers’ and Business People’s Confidence
(seasonally adjusted, in points)
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Source: FGV IBRE.
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According to the early April data, business expectations are still at a lower level than the level of satisfaction
about the current moment. This means that despite the positive result at the margin, there are doubts about the
continuity of this improving trend in the coming months. On the consumer side, there is still a big gap between
the Current Situation Index and Expectations Index, which has existed since July 2020.

Table 2: Evolution of Confidence Index, Current Situation Index and Expectations Index
(data in points, seasonally adjusted)

Change in
month (in
points)

MM3 change
(in points)

Confidence
Index

Current
Situation
Index

Expectations
Index

Difference between
Expectations
Index and Current
Situation Index (in
points)

Business

2,5

0,9

94,3

95,3

94,5

-0,8

Consumers

4,1

1,6

78,9

70,3

85,9

15,6

Source: FGV IBRE.

Out of the sectors covered by the Business Confidence Index, services and construction are the ones that
contributed the most to the positive result in early April. The easing of the pandemic has helped the services sector, especially services provided to families. Manufacturing has started to recover the losses experienced in the
last eight months, but it is noteworthy that the stock indicator* indicates that, for the first time since August 2020,
the sector’s stock level is above normal (or excessive). Apparently, the weakening trend in domestic demand in
recent months has outweighed the remaining difficulties in obtaining inputs and raw materials.

Graph 2: Level of Stocks* and Demand in Manufacturing
(seasonally adjusted, in points)
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*Inverted stock indicator = 100 + excessive stocks – insufficient stocks. Source: FGV IBRE.
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Looking at the details, 13 of the 19 industrial segments investigated now have above-normal stock levels.
Some of them, such as “Other Transport” (127.8 points), “Information Technology and Electronics” (123.7 points),
“Cleaning Products and Perfumes” (114.9 points) and “Motor Vehicles” (108.8 points), have been facing problems in selling their products, but even so, most companies in these segments still report difficulties in obtaining
raw materials: 99.6%, 62.5%, 87.8% and 71.7%, respectively. The effects of the Russia-Ukraine war on prices are
likely to extend the period of rising interest rates and this factor could also limit demand for durable goods, in
both industry and commerce. The latter sector has less optimistic expectations for the coming months, despite
the government’s planned injection of resources in the first half of this year.
From the point of view of consumers, although the preliminary numbers show an improvement in the current
situation and expectations, both are at very low levels in historical terms, indicating a pessimistic view. The new
external situation will make it harder to control inflation and the financial situation remains one of the most worrying factors for families at the moment. The proportion of families using their savings to pay current expenses or
loan repayments, which we call the Financial Stress Indicator, rose 8.5 percentage points in the lowest income
class in March, to 35%, coming close to the all-time high of 36.1%, recorded in January 2016.
In short, the still-fragile economic environment and the proximity of the elections point to a scenario that is
uncertain in relation to agents’ confidence in the coming months.
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Labor market
PNADC indicates another decline in unemployment, as
employment is higher than before the pandemic in all sectors,
except formal employment in commerce and other services.
Income is dragged down by “other services” segment, which was
the driving force in employment recovery in 2021. CAGED rises
again and its growth will tend to be maintained
Daniel Duque
Brazil’s national statistics agency, IBGE, recently released the February edition of its Continuous National
Household Sampling Survey (PNADC). The unemployment rate in the previous three months was 11.2%, slightly
less than forecast by FGV IBRE (11.4%). In seasonally adjusted terms, the rate fell from 11.55% to 11.35% since
the previous edition. In March, due to seasonal factors associated with the first quarter, we project that unemployment will increase to 11.5%, but in seasonally adjusted terms that will mean another reduction, to 11.23%.

Graph 3: Unemployment Rate, 2020-22 (%)
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Source: PNADC (IBGE). Produced by: FGV IBRE.

As of early 2022, around two years after the pandemic began, the employed population is higher than the
unemployment rate is lower than in the last quarter of 2019. Looking at PNADC’s quarterly report, in which it is
possible to break down employment by sector and type of contract, we can see that compared to two years before, most sectors now have higher employment, especially when it comes to small business people in the services
sector (not including commerce). Between the fourth quarter of 2019 and the same period of 2021, the growth in
employment in this area was equivalent to nearly 1% of the economically active population. The only categories that
decreased are employers and workers in the formal job market in commerce and other services.
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Graph 4: Change in Employed Population Between Fourth Quarter of 2019 and 2021
by Sector and Type of Contract in Relation to Total in First Year

Source: Quarterly PNADC. Produced by: FGV IBRE.

However, although the economically active population is now larger than it was before the pandemic, total
employment income (despite having stabilized in the last three months) is still much lower than in 2019. In fact, it
is close to the level recorded at the end of 2016, before the start of the recovery following the crisis of 2014-16.

Graph 5: Income Received from All Types of Work
(in R$ billion, at February 2022 prices)
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Source: PNADC (IBGE). Produced by: FGV IBRE.
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The graph below shows the change in income by sector and type of employment contract between the last
quarter of 2020 and 2021, as well as the contribution to the growth of the economically active population in the
same period. As can be seen, the income of self-employed workers in industry, agriculture, commerce and other
services increased, but there was a minor contribution to the growth of the economically active population.

Graph 6: Change in Effective Employment Income and Contribution to Growth of Economically Active
Population Between Fourth Quarter of 2020 and 2021, by Sector and Type of Contract
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Workers in the informal economy and formally employed workers in the “other services” segment both
accounted for around 20% of the growth in economically active population, alongside a decrease in income
of around 5%. The graph therefore shows that the phenomenon of declining income has mainly occurred in
the services segment (formals and informal), which has not yet recovered completely in relation to the prepandemic period.
On the other hand, the General Employment Registry (CAGED) indicated the creation of 328,000 jobs in
February, much higher than FGV IBRE’s projection of 250,000. In seasonally adjusted terms, around 195,000
jobs were created. In March, we forecast that a net 118,000 jobs will be created, unchanged from the previous
month in seasonally adjusted terms.
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Graph 7: Net Change in Employment According to CAGED, 2020-22
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Inflation
Food prices once again drive inflation expectations
André Braz
Inflationary pressures remain widespread at the beginning of the second quarter. The latest increase in fuel
prices, authorized as of November 3, continues to drive producer and consumer inflation in April.
Given the rise in fuel prices, the Broad Producer Price Index-10 rose 2.48% in April, bringing an end to a slowdown in the General Price Index’s 12-month rate, which began in July 2021. The General Price Index went from
14.6% in March to 15.6% in April. Diesel and gasoline accounted for approximately 40% of the Broad Producer
Price Index’s rise in April. However, even if fuel is stripped from the index, it still would have increased, showing
how widespread inflationary pressures are.
Aside from the pressure of fuels, rising food prices are also having a strong influence on the inflation trend
in the short term. In the Broad Producer Price Index, food inflation went up 2 percentage points between March
and April, from 3.3% to 5.3%. Many items in this spending class went up in price. Wheat flour went up 12.5% in
April, due to the present geopolitical conflict, and it is already influencing the prices of byproducts: cookies and
crackers went from 0.5% to 3%, while bread and cakes went from 0% to 3.6%. Soybeans and corn are widely
used as animal feed, and so far this year they have risen 18.1% and 14%, respectively. That is feeding through
to price increases for various other products, including beef (0.3% to 1.6%), UHT milk (1.2% to 17.1%), chicken
(2.6% to 16.6%) and soy oil (3.3% to 9.5%).
Moving on to the Consumer Price Index, the sources of inflationary pressure also offer no respite. This index
has already increased 3% in four months, taking it very close to the inflation target established for 2022. Similar
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to the Broad Producer Price Index, consumer price increases between January and April 2022 in food (5.5%) and
transport (3.5%) stand out, as well as the spread of inflationary pressures between the prices of durable goods
and services with unregulated prices.
Regulated prices will also continue to influence inflation. An increase in medicine prices of up to 11% was
authorized as of April 1, and this is expected to push up inflation in April and May. Health insurance premiums are
projected to rise as much as 16% this year, and this will influence inflation from June onward.
However, some relief for consumer inflation will come in the next few months, as electricity prices are projected to fall 12% with the end of the drought-related surcharge on April 16. Energy puts a lot of pressure on
industrial and service costs. The price decline should make room for a 0.6-percentage-point drop in inflation, split
equally between April and May. Lower power bills will contribute to a cooling of inflationary pressures. If rainfall
is higher this year, the electricity price surcharge may remain lifted until the end of 2022. This would greatly help
curb inflationary tensions.
Despite the respite offered by electricity, we forecast that the Extended Consumer Price Index will end the year
at 7.7%, 2.7 percentage points above the inflation target ceiling. The peak of inflation should be reached in April
and, as of May, the 12-month rate should start to gradually decline, ending the year at 7.7%. We expect the average prices of food at home to end the year up 13%, followed by durable goods up 8.2% and services up 7.1%.

Monetary policy
On the unpredictability of inflation and
monetary policy reactions
José Júlio Senna
Every inflationary process entails a high degree of uncertainty, in the most varied senses. Faced with high
inflation, any forecasting exercise becomes difficult. Perhaps it is legitimate to say that one of the most striking
features of the current inflationary process, which the world economy is going through, is its very high degree of
unpredictability. In other words, we are facing a phenomenon with its own characteristics, normally not found in
similar episodes.
The reason for this can be understood if we are able to identify the origin of the process. In general, the current high inflation stems from three fundamental factors. The first is the strong monetary expansion that central
banks resorted to from the first months of 2020 onward. With few exceptions, this expansion has not yet been
curbed, especially in the more advanced countries, as can be seen from real interest rates, which are in negative
territory, as well as liquidity, which is extremely abundant, due to the rounds of QE carried out by the world’s
foremost central banks, resulting in a large volume of bank reserves available in the system.
The second factor has to do with supply constraints that have recently emerged, in both product markets
and labor markets. Difficulties involving the production and distribution of goods, including in international maritime trade, led to shortages of countless raw materials and intermediate and finished goods. In the labor market,
there has also been a certain retraction in supply, and it does not seem absurd to argue that we may be facing
some kind of structural change related to willingness to work.
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The third factor relates to diversion of demand from families, which everywhere reduced their consumption
of certain services and instead consumed more physical goods, especially durable ones. This deviation, in part
fueled by the monetary (and also fiscal) stimulus mentioned above, has maintained the pressure on prices.
All of this had to do with the pandemic, which is why we have called the whole process “pandemic inflation,”
and it is now compounded by the effects of the invasion of Ukraine. Given that pandemics are a rare phenomenon, the current inflationary process can also be seen as rare. There are no references to look at to predict the
evolution of price growth. Precisely for this reason, both central bankers and other economic agents have made
a huge mistake in their efforts to understand the unfolding of the inflationary process.
In a recent speech called “The Return of Inflation,” Agustin Carstens, the general manager of the Bank for
International Settlements, illustrated this phenomenon across many parts of the planet. The phenomenon is
global. In the case of Brazil, one good illustration has to do with the inaccuracy of analysts’ forecasts compiled
in the Central Bank’s Focus surveys. In the case of monthly inflation estimates, based on a one-month lag for
the national statistics agency, IBGE, to release its data, the forecasts have underestimated monthly inflation on
practically all occasions, with an average deviation of 0.3%, since August 2020. In a 20-month period, the error
was greater than 30 basis points in 11 months.
Uncertainties regarding the length of the economic phenomena related to the pandemic, the slowness with
which the central bankers of most developed countries have acted, and monetary policy’s very natural lag in the
case of those who have acted faster, all this aggravated by the uncertainties arising from the war in Ukraine, make
it risky to attempt to predict how high inflation and consequently base interest rates will go.
In Brazil, during its last Monetary Policy Committee meeting, the Central Bank chose to signal its expectation
that the current cycle of hikes in the benchmark Selic interest rate would be completed at the May meeting, when
the bank will likely raise the rate another 100 points. In a sense, this is equivalent to saying that inflation is close
to the peak.
However, shortly after that, it became clear that the upward Selic cycle will continue, involving at least one
more increase in June. Was March’s inflation higher than expected. Yes, it was. However, inflation has been exceeding forecasts since the beginning of this whole process.
Several factors provide some hope that inflation may ease in future. Commodity futures in general and
for oil in particular suggest a decline in prices further ahead. The behavior of the exchange rate will also help,
provided that it does not change much going forward. The expected drop in electricity prices will also make a
good contribution.
However, we must not forget that current inflation does not only depend on these factors. Central banks in
most developed countries have been slow to act, various types of shocks have persisted, expectations have
worsened significantly, and current inflation is strongly associated with pressures in the North American labor
market. As a result, inflation is likely to remain high. Thus, any optimistic view regarding the future of inflation and
interest rates needs to be well founded.
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Fiscal policy
Caution required, despite higher tax revenue than expected
Manoel Pires
The National Treasury Secretariat recently released its estimate of the tax burden in 2021: 33.9% of GDP,
an all-time high, and up significantly from 31.5% in 2020. The previous peak had been 33.5%, in 2008. This
indicator involves a certain paradox, given that the tax burden has reached a record level without any major
changes in tax legislation.
The increase in the tax burden, in these terms, indicates that a greater portion of production was allocated
to pay taxes. In other words, the country’s production has shifted to higher-tax items, such as industrial goods,
fuels and commodities that normally expand during cyclical upturns. There was also a reversal of tax deferrals,
which reduced the basis of comparison in 2020 and that were paid again in 2021.
Regardless of the technical justifications, the fact is that the increase in government revenue poses questions for economic policy and the main one is what to do with the unexpected resource. What we are witnessing at the moment is similar to what happened in 2010-11, when the economic recovery boosted revenue and
the government began a tax reduction policy.
The current government has embarked on a process of reducing the tax burden, cutting taxes on fuel
and tax on industrialized products (IPI). It is considering increasing the income tax exemption limit. Congress
intends to expand the “Simples” small enterprise tax regime framework.
How much of this increase in revenue can be considered permanent? To answer this question, I worked
with Sérgio Gobetti and Rodrigo Orair, two tax specialists, to estimate the structural increase in the federal
government’s tax revenue.
After making several accounting adjustments to exclude atypical events and the effect of the economic
cycle, we reached a value of close to R$80 billion of structural revenue gain in 2021. It seems like a lot, but the
fact is that 2021’s structural tax revenue was lower than the levels observed before the 2015 crisis. The graph
below shows our estimate of structural revenue since 2010.
The movement in structural revenue observed in 2021 was also verified in 2010-11, when it was interpreted
as a sign that the government had sufficient resources to reduce the tax burden. Back then, the fiscal situation
was more comfortable.
Soon after, the tax take dropped again, reflecting both tax cuts and the normalization of relative prices in
the economy. The latest increase in tax revenue was amplified because the changes that occurred as a result
of the pandemic were even more dramatic, resulting in higher inflation, among other things.
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Graph 8: Estimated Structural Tax Revenue Since 2010
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The diagnosis and decisions made today seem to be following a similar path to 2010-11. The cyclical recovery has already ended and, as relative prices normalize, we may see structural revenue leveling off at a lower
level. Thus, we ought to be very careful regarding the economic policy decisions that are made in line with this
diagnosis. Back then, this was a new phenomenon, but now it is not.

External sector
Increase in import prices
Lia Valls Pereira
Between the first quarter of 2020 and the same period of 2021, export prices increased 12.7% and import prices fell 3.1%. In terms of volume, imports grew 8.5% and exports grew 2.3%. In 2021, compared to 2020, a similar
pattern was observed: export prices went up 29.3% and import prices rose 13.1%, while import volumes increased
21.9% and export volumes increased 3.2%.
In the first quarter of 2022, the opposite happened. (See Graph 9.) Import prices increased 32.8%, while export
prices went up 18.2%, and import volumes fell 4.3%, while export volumes grew 9.5%.
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Graph 9: Change (%) in Trade Flows: January-March 2021/2022
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After the initial shock caused by COVID-19 in 2020, the Brazilian economy began to recover, despite the
pandemic’s persistence. The increase in import volumes in 2021 started from a shrunken base in 2020. In 2022,
the latest projection of Brazilian GDP growth is 0.6%, which explains the lower demand for imports. Additionally, the
devaluation of the Brazilian real in 2021 began to reverse as of February.
In the case of prices, supply shocks caused by the COVID-19 pandemic plus the war between Russia and
Ukraine are leading to an increase in global inflation. In Brazil’s external sector, these shocks are present, especially
in imports, although export prices have also recorded double-digit increases. We can analyze this statement from
different perspectives.
Between the first quarters of 2021 and 2022, commodity import prices increased 53.1% and non-commodity
import prices rose 30.8%. In the same period, export prices went up 18.4% and 17.3%, for commodities and noncommodities, respectively. In particular, among oil and oil products, import prices rose 71.1%, while export prices
increased 53.0%. (See Graph 10.)

Graph 10: Change (%) in Oil and Oil Product Export and Import Indicators,
January-March 2021/2022
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Produced by: FGV IBRE. Base ICOMEX. Source: Economy Ministry’s Foreign Trade Secretariat.
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Looking at different sectors, extractive industry recorded the biggest increases in import prices (109.6%) and
import volumes (28.7%) between the first quarters of 2021 and 2022. (See Graph 11.) The three main imported
goods were natural gas, crude oil and coal, accounting for 95% of the sector’s imports. Meanwhile, export volume growth was led by agriculture (29.2%), while the extractive sector’s sales declined, due to a reduction in iron
ore export volumes.
What can we expect in the coming months? The course of the war between Russia and Ukraine dominates
the international agenda. It is very likely that prices will continue to rise in relation to 2021, but it is hard to predict
how long they will remain on an upward trajectory. Any reduction in the inflation rate will not come from positive
shocks in the external sector.

Graph 11: Change (%) in Volume and Price Indexes by Type of Industry, January-March 2021/2022
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Graph 12 shows the breakdown of imports of intermediate goods. The prices of agricultural intermediate
goods rose 123.3%, while the prices of industrial intermediate goods increased 32%. It is noteworthy that import
volumes fell for all intermediate goods, signaling a drop in the level of activity. For capital goods, the change
was positive for agriculture and negative for industry. In this context, the increase in agricultural capital goods
purchases is the only positive sign in relation to favorable expectations for investment.
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Graph 12: Change % in Imports of Industrial and Agricultural
Intermediate Goods and Capital Goods
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International panorama
The Fed’s projections are highly unrealistic
Samuel Pessoa
In mid-March, the U.S. Federal Reserve’s Federal Open Market Committee decided to raise its benchmark
interest rate by 0.25 percentage points, from a range of 0%-0.25% to 0.25%-0.5%.
At this meeting, the committee disclosed its projections, as it does every three meetings.
According to the median forecast, inflation will converge to the target of 2% per year in 2024 (in fact, it will be
slightly above that, around 2.3%), while interest rates are projected to rise to 2.8% in 2024 and then fall to 2.4%,
converging with inflation.
That is, according to the committee members’ median forecast, during this period, the real interest rate will
never exceed 0.5%. This is the rate that is considered neutral, meaning the rate that neither increases nor decreases aggregate demand.
How is it possible that February’s inflation, as measured by taking the core part (by exclusion) of the implicit
consumption deflator (an indicator that the Fed uses to operationalize its inflation targeting regime), will fall from
5.4% now to 2% without any monetary contraction along the way?
The Fed’s soft-landing projection depends on the assumption that the reversal of various shocks will cause
inflation, including core inflation, to fall naturally. As the job market is very tight and probably already operating at
full employment, the view is that the fall in inflation due to gravity and the increase in the real interest rate to 0.5%
will be enough to keep the economy growing at its potential, with full employment and target inflation.
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The war in Ukraine is yet another shock on a hitherto unthinkable list: the agricultural shock involving the rise
in meat prices due to the African swine flu, which wiped out 40% of the Chinese pig herd in 2019; the increase in
global demand for animal feed, due to the rebuilding of the Chinese pig herd in 2020 in modern farms; increased
demand for metallic raw materials, chips, energy and congestion of infrastructure linked to international trade,
due to the excess demand for goods that resulted from the V-shaped recovery of the world economy as of the
third quarter of 2020; and now the war in Ukraine.
These three years of consecutive shocks are reminiscent of the 1970s. However, today, unlike back then,
central banks around the world have protocols to deal with situations like this.
The basis of the soft-landing projection is that well-anchored expectations, due to the confidence that
people have in central banks and their protocols, as well as the reversal of shocks, will be enough to bring
inflation to the target.
I do not think this scenario is possible. It assumes that after the shocks are reversed, there will be no inflationary inertia. My prediction for the federal funds rate is that at the next meeting, on May 3 and 4, the hike at each
meeting will be raised from 0.25 to 0.5 percentage points. The terminal rate will be around 4%, not the 2.8% that
the Federal Open Market Committee’s median forecast suggests. Furthermore, to bring inflation to the target, we
will have at least two quarters of slightly negative growth, probably in the second half of 2023 or in the transition
from 2023 to 2024.
The big doubt I have today is whether the level of inertia after the reversal of the shocks will require an even
greater contraction of the economy in order for inflation to converge to the target. This, it seems to me, is the risk
in our forecast of deceleration with negative growth for a couple of quarters.

Political outlook
Political change in Brazil and international
turbulence: an old story
Professor Octavio Amorim Neto, FGV EBAPE
“The wind blows too strong… for me to rest… The wind blows too strong… I’m afraid to think.” That was
how Fernando Pessoa expressed his anguish. This poem does a good job of portraying Brazilians’ mood in this
disconcerting year of 2022. After all, the pandemic is still here, there is a war in Europe, there is inflation in Brazil,
a deep social crisis is visible on every street corner in the country’s big cities, and the presidential elections in
October will be very tough. Next year looks set to be extremely difficult for whoever is elected.
“Brazil and the Winds of the World” is the beautiful and suggestive title of the memoirs of Luiz Felipe Lampreia, a former Brazilian foreign minister. In fact, there have been many times when the winds of the world blew
excessively and, shortly afterward, Brazil’s domestic policy radically changed.
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For example, seven years after the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the Congress of Vienna, Brazil became
independent. Following the invasion of Portugal by French troops in 1807, the Portuguese royal family fled to Rio
de Janeiro, starting the saga that would lead to our independence exactly 200 years ago.
A year after the New York Stock Exchange crash of 1929, we had the Revolution of 1930. The giant financial
crisis that originated in the United States was the final straw in the gradual breakdown of the First Republic, which
began in 1921.
In 1937, we had the coup that began the New State regime. In the second half of the 1930s, the imminence
of a new world war ended up having a major political impact in Brazil, especially among the military. According
to historian Frank McCann, “defense policy led to the dictatorship called the New State.”2.
In 1945, Getúlio Vargas was removed from power in a military coup shortly after Brazil participated in the
Second World War, fighting shoulder to shoulder with the U.S. Army. Soon after, the country’s first democratic
experience began with the 1946 Republic.
The intensification of the Cold War in Latin America, due to the Cuban Revolution in 1959 and the Missile
Crisis, also in Cuba, in 1963, hit us hard, contributing to the ideological radicalization that was at the root of the
1964 coup, which was followed by Latin American’s longest ever military regime.
In turn, the military regime ended in the early 1980s, just as the Cold War was waning and in the wake of the
Third World debt crisis, which began in 1982 and hit Brazil hard.
After the military regime ended, our second democratic regime began in 1985 and it has continued until today.
Then, in 2018, two years after the United Kingdom’s Brexit and the election of Donald Trump in the United States (two
events that were closely linked to the rise of the populist far-right in the developed world), the Brazilian people elected
Jair Bolsonaro, a former army captain, far-right politician and defender of dictatorships, to be the country’s president.
Throughout his term, President Bolsonaro has threatened to use the Armed Forces to curtail the Federal Supreme Court and legislature. The height of these very serious threats came on October 8, 2021, when, by order
of Bolsonaro, a parade of armored vehicles took place in Brasilia, on the day when the House of Representatives
voted on and rejected a measure, supported by the president, to reinstate paper ballots. In other words, under
Bolsonaro, the regime remained democratic, just about, but the country’s political life was degraded.
Apparently, the only regime change in Brazil that did not take place in a context of international turmoil was
the establishment of the Republic in 1889 through a military coup.
Following this complicated history, we are now in the early 2020s, on a planet disturbed by the pandemic,
revolutionary changes in the world of work, climate crises, a war in Ukraine that could put an end to globalization,
and the persistence of powerful anti-democratic forces in Latin America, the United States and Europe, not to
mention China, India and Russia. “The wind blows too strong.”
Will democracy survive in Brazil? It probably will, and from a broad historical perspective, this will be a rare
sign of institutional resilience in the context of a troubled world. Ultimately, the outcome will depend on the interaction between domestic and external factors. If Bolsonaro is re-elected this year and Donald Trump returns to
the White House in 2025, Brazil’s democratic institutions will face one of their toughest ever tests. “I’m afraid to
think,” as Fernando Pessoa said.
This article expresses the author’s opinion and does not necessarily represent FGV’s institutional opinion.

2
See Frank D. McCann, Brazil and the United States During World War II and Its Aftermath: Negotiating Alliance and Balancing Giants (Cham:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), p. 61.
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IBRE in focus
Labor Productivity in Brazil: An Analysis of Sector
Results Since the Mid-1990s
Fernando Veloso, Silvia Matos, Fernando de Holanda Barbosa Filho and Paulo Peruchetti
Now that Brazil’s demographic dividend has ended, the only to increase per capita income and generate
sustainable growth in the country in the coming decades will be by raising labor productivity. For this reason,
discussions about the topic of productivity are becoming more increasingly important.
Given the significance of this subject and in order to contribute even more to the debate, FGV IBRE launched
the Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory’s website, which brings together an extensive set of data on productivity in the Brazilian economy, as well as studies and analysis. The idea is to provide information to improve
people’s understanding of this issue and contribute to the formulation of public policies that can boost Brazil’s
productivity and economic growth.3
In general, the productivity literature uses the employed population as a measure of the labor factor. However, this does not take into account the trend observed in various countries, including Brazil, of declining working
hours. Consequently, labor factor growth may be overestimated when using the number of people employed,
and so productivity growth could be underestimated. In this context, the results presented in this article will use
total hours worked in the economy as a measure of the labor factor.4
Graph 13 shows the evolution of productivity per hour worked in Brazil across the economy as a whole and
in its three broad sectors (agriculture, industry and services) since the mid-1990s.5

3
This website, available at https://ibre.fgv.br/observatorio-produtividade, was launched on December 4, 2019, at the First Productivity and
Reforms Seminar.

The productivity measures used in this article were constructed by dividing the Value Added obtained from the National Accounts by the total
number of hours worked across all occupations, taken from PNAD and PNADC. In particular, PNADC features two measures of hours worked:
hours habitually worked and hours actually worked. Since 2012, we have considered hours actually worked as the best measure of the labor
factor. This indicator may include reductions due to illness, public holidays, voluntary absence, delays or any other reason, as well as increases
due to extra shifts and compensation for hours not worked in another period. However, the annual edition of PNAD does not provide information
on hours actually worked. Therefore, for the years prior to 2012, we extrapolated the series of hours actually worked, based on the variation in
hours usually worked, given that in the past, there have been no major differences between the growth of both measures of hours worked. For
more details, see the explanatory note about the “hours worked” and “economically active population” indicators via the following link: https://
ibre.fgv.br/sites/ibre.fgv.br/files/arquivos/u65/nota_de_construcao_dos_dados_de_emprego_e_horas_trabalhadas_-_final.pdf.

4

5
On the Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory’s website, we present all the productivity sector series, including broken down by hours
worked and economically active population.
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Graph 13: Evolution of Productivity per Hour Worked in Economy as a
Whole and Three Broad Sectors (Agriculture, Industry and Services)
Brazil, 1995 to 2021 (in R$, at 2019 prices)
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The only sector that has presented robust growth since 1995 is agriculture. Between 1995 and 2021, average
productivity growth per hour worked in this sector was 5.6% per year. (See Table 3.) During this period, the fastest
growth in agricultural productivity occurred from 2007 to 2014 (7.5% per year). Looking at agricultural productivity per work worked during the pandemic, we can see that following growth of 6.1% in 2020, this indicator fell
9.5% in 2021.
As we will see below, productivity also fell in several other sectors of the economy in 2021, suggesting that
the gains obtained in 2020 were temporary and reversed in 2021.6
The performance of industrial productivity since the mid-1990s has been very poor, declining 0.2% per year
between 1995 and 2021, from R$38.8 to R$36.6 per hour worked. The data shows that between 1995 and 2003,
industrial productivity declined 2.1% per year. During the recession of 2014-16, and then up to 2019, industrial productivity grew slowly (0.8% per year). This was worse than between 2003 and 2007 (1.1% per year), but better than
between 2007 and 2014 (0.2% per year). In 2021, following a 11.7% rise in 2020, industrial productivity slumped
9.4%.
The productivity of the service sector, which accounts for around 70% of hours worked and 73% of value
added, has also performed poorly. The low growth seen since 1995, around 0.4% per year, caused productivity
per hour worked to improve little over the entire period, from R$33.5 in 1995 to around R$37.0 in 2021. In particular, there was a decline of 0.5% per year in the productivity of services between 1995 and 2003. After a period of
improvement from 2003 to 2014, the service sector’s productivity dropped sharply, 1.2% per year, between 2014

Since the pandemic began, we have published various articles on the Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory’s website, analyzing the
evolution of labor productivity during the pandemic. In particular, we have stressed the temporary nature of the productivity gained recorded
in 2020, mainly due to the change in the Brazilian labor market’s composition in recent quarters. For more details, see the latest quarterly
productivity report, which provides a comprehensive analysis of productivity indicators in recent quarters. This report can be found here:
https://ibre.fgv.br/observatorio-produtividade/artigos/categorias/relatoriosnotas-tecnicas.
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and 2019. As in the case of industry, there was also a significant increase in service productivity in 2020 (13.6%),
followed by a sharp drop of 8% in 2021.
The feeble growth in service productivity contributed to the low growth in aggregate productivity between 1995
and 2021, of just 0.9% per year. In periods 2003-2007 and 2007-2014, aggregate productivity had its best performance, rising 2.6% and 1.7% per year, respectively, and coinciding with the period of highest productivity growth
in the service sector. In the most recent period, there was a drop of 0.3% per year between 2014 and 2019, which
encompasses a recession and slow economic recovery. After increasing 12.1% in 2020, productivity per hour
worked fell 8.3% in 2021.

Table 3: Average Annual Growth in Productivity per Hour Worked in
Broad Sectors of Brazilian Economy
Selected periods7

1995-2003

2003-2007

2007-2014

2014-2019

2020

2021

1995-2021

Agriculture

6,0%

6,7%

7,5%

4,5%

6,1%

-9,5%

5,6%

Industry

-2,1%

1,1%

0,2%

0,8%

11,7%

-9,4%

-0,2%

Manufacturing

-3,1%

0,8%

0,3%

0,3%

8,9%

-7,8%

-0,7%

Construction

-2,5%

1,7%

0,3%

-2,2%

11,8%

-9,9%

-0,8%

Services

-0,5%

1,8%

1,2%

-1,2%

13,6%

-8,0%

0,4%

Commerce

-2,7%

3,5%

2,0%

-1,4%

14,1%

-6,6%

0,2%

Transport

-1,2%

1,7%

0,8%

-3,7%

8,4%

-1,4%

-0,4%

Other Services

-0,7%

1,3%

0,5%

-1,6%

11,2%

-7,2%

-0,1%

Aggregate

0,1%

2,6%

1,7%

-0,3%

12,1%

-8,3%

0,9%

Source: Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory, based on data from National Accounts, PNAD and PNADC

These results show that behind the low growth in Brazilian aggregate productivity since 1995, there is great
heterogeneity in the trajectory of labor productivity in the different sectors of the economy. Therefore, analyzing
the industry and services sectors in a disaggregated way helps us to better understand the dynamics of average
productivity in these sectors.
Graph 14 presents productivity per hour worked in manufacturing and construction, the two industrial subsectors that employ the most workers and account for the most hours worked.8

In this table, the first year of each period is the baseline year of analysis.

7

In 2021, manufacturing and construction accounted for nearly 94% of hours worked in industry (58% manufacturing and 36% construction).
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Graph 14: Evolution of Productivity per Hour Worked in Main Industrial Sectors
(Manufacturing and Construction),1995 to 2021
(in R$ billion, at 2019 prices)
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Source: Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory, based on data from National Accounts, PNAD and PNADC.

The poor performance of manufacturing and construction explains the decline in aggregate industry productivity in the analyzed period. Between 1995 and 2021, manufacturing productivity declined around 0.7% per year,
construction productivity fell 0.8% per year. (See Graph 14.) Between 1995 and 2003, manufacturing productivity
declined by just over 3% per year and construction productivity went down 2.5% per year. From 2014 to 2019,
the worst performing industrial subsector was construction, whose productivity fell 2.2% per year. In this period,
manufacturing productivity rose slightly, 0.3% per year. In addition, it is worth noting that in the case of both manufacturing and construction, there was a significant increase in productivity in 2020, followed by a fall in 2021.
Graph 15 shows the poor performance of the main activities that make up the service sector (transport,
commerce and other services), which account for most of the workforce, so end up negatively influencing the
sector’s average productivity.9

9
In 2021, commerce, transport and other services accounted for around 78% of hours worked in the service sector (29% commerce, 8%
transport and 41% other services).
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Graph 15: Evolution of Productivity per Hour Worked in Main Service
Subsectors (Commerce, Transport and Other Services), 1995 to 2021
(in R$ billion, at 2019 prices)
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Source: Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory, based on data from National Accounts, PNAD and PNADC.

Graph 15 and Table 3 show that productivity in transport and other services fell between 1995 and 2021
(0.4% and 0.1% per year, respectively). Over the same period, productivity per hour worked in commerce increased 0.2% per year.
After a period of modest growth between 2003 and 2014, productivity per hour worked in the services subsectors suffered from the effects of the recession that started in mid-2014, which had a very negative effect on
the productivity of these activities. The transport and other services sectors showed the sharpest declines (3.7%
and 1.6% per year, respectively) between 2014 and 2019. In the same period, productivity in commerce fell 1.4%
per year. In these three subsectors, as in the case of the industrial subsectors, there was a significant increase in
productivity in 2020, followed by a sharp drop in 2021.
Finally, it is important to highlight two points. The first is the fact that the low growth in aggregate productivity
since 1995 is mainly related to the performance of the service sector, which account for around 70% of the hours
worked in Brazil and has shown negative growth rates, especially between 2014 and 2019.
The second point is that the behavior of productivity since 2020 needs to be interpreted with great caution,
as it may reflect the profound change in the labor market resulting from the pandemic, which mainly affected
low-productivity workers, especially informal economy workers and those with little schooling.10
Furthermore, as we have discussed regularly on the Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory’s website,
the pandemic strongly affected the sector composition of the Brazilian economy. As shown in Graph 16, the least
productive sectors of the economy, such as other services (including services provided to families and domestic
services, among other activities), transport and construction, experienced a larger drop in value added in 2020,

10
In particular, while informal employment decreased 12.6% in 2020 and increased 8.9% in 2021, formal employment fell 4.1% in 2020 and
increased 2.3% in 2021. In addition, low-education occupations were particularly affected. In 2020, the number of employed people without a
complete elementary school education fell 18.2%, while the number of employed people who finished elementary school but didn’t graduate
from high school decreased 13.9%. The same year, the number of employed people with a degree rose 5.0%. In 2021, there was a 3.3%
increase in the number of employed people without a complete elementary school education, a 9.1% increase in the number of employed
people who finished elementary school but didn’t graduate from high school, and a 4.0% increase in the number of employed people with
a degree.
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compared to more productive sectors, such as financial intermediation, information services and real estate
services. These changes in the composition of employment and sectors of the economy tended to raise the
economy’s average productivity in 2020.
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Graph 16: Relationship Between Value Added Growth and Level of Labor Productivity in Brazil
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Source: Regis Bonelli Productivity Observatory, based on data from National Accounts and PNADC.

However, Graph 4 shows a change in this pattern that occurred in 2021. In particular, we can see that the less
productive sectors, which lost a lot of value added in 2020, experienced significant growth in 2021. This suggests
that the change in sector composition, which contributed to productivity growth in 2020, was reversed in 2021,
resulting in a drop in productivity last year.
In addition, the labor market recovery has mainly involved the informal economy and the return of less educated workers, who are on average less productive. This has also contributed to a return to the pattern of low productivity growth observed in the period prior to the pandemic.
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